M&M’s innovates and launches
Ads in Instagram Stories

M&M’s, the nº1 Chocolate brand across the globe, needs to be always one step ahead.
Apart from creating a chocolate product loved across the world, M&M’s is also known for its innovative advertising
campaigns featuring “Spokescandies”. This uniqueness make M&M’s one of the most recognizable and iconic
brand worldwide.
The Brand potential boosted by Ads agencies, Makes M&M’s a pioneer in terms of creativity, but also in how to
use different communication channels and Ads formats; with special ability on social networks. M&M’s is a brand
always looking for new Ads recipes, and their spanish agency, Good Rebels has just helped them find one!

Good Rebels advised
M&M’s to launch Ads
in Instagram Stories

The vertical video format
can be a challenge
for advertisers

Good Rebels is a creative agency that develops strategies,
experiences and campaigns, for various brands across the
world, always with an alternative way of thinking. Working with
M&M’s in Spain, they encourage the brand to offer their users
new experiences, especially in digital.

The main challenge for advertisers who want to create
ads for Instagram stories is the ad format itself. The
vertical mobile video is not very common.

Instagram stories are the must-use format to reach young
people: with more than 150M+ unique daily users, they
represent a unique opportunity for advertisers in term of
audiences.
Instagram stories are the first immediate full-screen and
immersive experience. Using ads between stories to engage
with customers enable brands to create an intimacy with
people like never before. According to Good Rebels, M&M’s is
a very visual brand, for which videos are the best performing
ads’ format.
So with a very wide audience and the creative opportunity
that it offers, Ads in Instagram Stories were a very seducing
innovation for M&M’s.
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Nevertheless, there are simple ways to reuse existing
non-vertical formats to create a very innovative ad:
• use 2 videos to create one: they can be the same
and play the same scene or start at different
moments
• split the screen in 4 if the video is fitted for that
• mix the video with other elements such as text,
photo, illustrations… and a common background
that creates consistency
• create a video with animated pictures
Good Rebels used 2 different creatives for this
campaign. Both ads used already existing brand
assets.
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The first one featured 3 simple images
with animated text.

The second one was a bit more complex yet
simple to do: an animated video with M&M’s
falling down in the jar, and an animated text.

Delightful results for this first campaign
Using the MakeMeReach platform, Good Rebels tested Ads in Instagram Stories for M&M’s
just after the official launch in March 2017.
The objective was to have a cost / video view (more than 3s) of €0.01 maximum.
Thanks to MakeMeReach optimization tools and optimization activities of Good Rebels
Paid Media Team, they reached a cost of €0.002 in just one week, which is 5 time less than
what they expected.
The team was also very impressed by the CPM: for an average campaign on social, they
expect the CPM to be at a few euros. Here the CPM is only at €0.30!
Ads in Instagram stories are today a very attractive type of ads. Using the MakeMeReach
platform, users can launch them in a minute: automated creation flow, libraries of
creatives to retrieve former assets, automated A/B testing tool, all these features enable
brands to test this new ad right away.

€0.002
cost/video

€0.30
CPM
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Berta Torrecillas, account manager for M&M’s at Good Rebels

“To reach young people in their daily life, to be seen as an innovative brand,
and to get high performances even with limited budget, there is nothing
compare to Ads in Instagram Stories“
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